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Huawei’s latest product launch over at @gadgetmatch – don’t miss it

#TECHTUESDAY
HUAWEI PRODUCT LAUNCH Q&A
with Michael Josh Villanueva
Technology Journalist, Youtuber and
Chief Content Officer at GadgetMatch
Tuesday, October 27 at 2:00 p.m. ET
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Thinfc outside the box and inside Huawei’s FusionCube. Read more on how Turkish TOFAŞ used Huawei to triple capacity and performance.

TOGETHER IN JUST ONE TAP
HUAWEI WATCH GT2, AMMEI FREEBUDS 3 & HUAWEI P40 PRO
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Think outside the box and inside Huawei’s FusionCube. Read more on how Turkish TOFAŞ used Huawei to triple capacity and performance.

Established in 1968, TOFAŞ today is Turkey’s only automotive company to produce both passenger car.
There are so many barriers to remote learning. I've seen steep, systemic inequalities in person — it's a real eye-opener. Everyone deserves equal access to education. Digital tech & the opportunities they bring. Education is a promise we need to keep it.

Keeping Our Promise
For the past couple of years I've taken a personal interest in education. I've met students and talked to principals and teachers.
We've got the need for speed. #Flask03 #FastCharge

Talk about seamless. Talk about Huawei. #HiCar

Get your locations easier than ever! Upgrade your navigation with gesture control. Waving hand and enjoy a new way to explore World map the world. #GetFurtherAhead #MSAHUAWEI #PetalMaps

Beyond the excellent performance and long battery life, it's the experience you get from using the MateBook X that sets this laptop apart. What does T3 Magazine love about the MateBook X? Read on to learn more.

HUAWEI MateBook X (2020) review: a sleek, ultraportable Windows laptop

As a technology company, we are constantly innovating with new products and services to better people's lives. Check out what we have planned for Smart Home technology.

Huawei may expand in Smart Home technology, in a big way

Huawei's Yu Chengdong made it clear that the Chinese giant plans on entering the smart home segment in a big way.
Huawei Deputy Chairman Ken Hu has seen the impact of the digital divide firsthand, emphasizing the need for equal access to education & the benefits of digital literacy. Education is a promise. Let's work together to keep that promise. #TECH4ALL
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Keeping Our Promise
For the past couple of years, I've taken a personal interest in educa...
See how we're making it even easier for our users to get from A to B with our latest innovation, PetalMaps. Whether you're walking, driving or travelling another... See More

Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World

BETTER WORLD SUMMIT 2020
POWER DIGITALIZATION 2025
OCTOBER 30, 2020

Count down
DAY

Site & data center energy infrastructures can realize the digital visualization, intelligent automation of O&M with AI and Big Data. Learn more at PetalSync. See More

See what more your car can do with Huawei Car. Huawei HiCar integrated in Baojun RC-6

General Motors brand Baojun is launching the world's first mass-produce

If we work together, we can tackle the world's problems. There are many problems around the world that no single nation can solve, and I would like to see our nations coming together and actually tackling the world's big problems. Whether it's controlling the outbreaks of pandemics,
Huawei is a camera superpower in 2020, but it took some time to get here. Ubargomo explains why our hardware is the great differentiator that helps Huawei devices stand out from the competition.

UBGLOGO.COM
The Data Behind Huawei's Rise to Camera Superpower
We have been covering consumer electronics for more than 13 yea...
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Huawei Malaysia
Yesterday at 5:00 AM
The HUAWEI Mate40 Series Ring Light Case is like your 2-in-1 personal gaffer and protector.
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Star Sign & Your Music Type
Huawei Mobile Services
October 26 at 7:00 AM
Too much choice on HUAWEIMusic? Perhaps you're looking to discover something new. Let's make things a little bit easier for you. Your star sign is the style o...
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